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Welcome to IFED
Since the European, American and Japanese Academies of Esthetic Dentistry founded IFED, we have subsequently successfully
assisted our members in hosting meetings in Kyoto Japan, Washington DC USA, Venice Italy, Seoul Korea, Las Vegas USA, and Rio
de Janeiro Brazil. IFED returns to the centre of Europe for our 8th meeting which is being hosted by one of the largest European
members of the Federation, the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Ästhetische Zahnheilkunde e.V., DGAZ. The programme will explore in
depth the topics which are currently “in vogue” in our profession and the central theme is “Practice Meets Science”.
We are pleased to welcome you to our monthly Newsletter. This Newsletter will keep you up to date and provide you with current
information about the speakers, hotels, the city of Munich and all the places of interest right up until the IFED Congress starts in
September 2013.


Speaker

Dr. Raffaele Spena has been Adjunct Clinical
Professor at the Orthodontic Department of
the Dental School of the University of Pennsylvania since 1988 where he has given courses about nonextraction therapy and cephalometric analysis.
He is an active member of the Angle Society
of Europe. Currently, he is a Clinical Professor
at the University of Ferrara.


Accommodation

Modern and comfortable – that´s how Courtyard by Marriott Hotel in the eastern part of
Munich in the lively district near Ostbahnhof
Haidhausen welcomes its guests. The hotel is
30 minutes away from the Franz-Josef
Strauss Airport and it only takes ten minutes
by subway or car to the city center of Munich.
Gasteig (see below) is only 5 minutes away.

Special sights
eeing tip
Extra tip – The Munich English Garden is a
huge park which stretches alongside the river Isar from almost the very center to the
northernmost rim of the city. The park has
shaded paths, brooks, ponds and swans and
is best known for its four beer gardens. Access: The best way to reach it is bus nr. 54
from "Muenchner Freiheit" underground station (exit at stop "Chinesischer Turm")

Gasteig
Munich’s main cultural center offers a program for diverse interests. Towering imposingly above the Isar, its red brick facade casts an almost intimidating glare over the city below. Although Gasteig may not be the prettiest piece in town, whatever it lacks aesthetically is made up for by its role as
Munich’s cultural pulse – pumping artistry throughout the veins of the city. But it’s not just with its looks – the warm, expressive spirit within its walls
and the fortress-like exterior – that Gasteig aims to be universally appealing. Covering an area of 23,000 sqm it is home to some of Munich’s most
precious gems – Munich Philharmonic, the city library (Stadtbibliothek) and the Adult Education Center (Volkshochschule)...
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